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In recent months, we have covered cpt Matthew webb's

English Channel'Crossingl Mickey Helps.attempting the

doiUte Channel and Duane Newton's Lake District epic.

Want to ratch it up a bit? Well you certainly can with
the life of Diana Nyad. she's written a book, Find away,
nominated for the william Hill Sports Book of the Year

(though it djdn't win), and the title says jt all' How she

found a way, at the age of 64,to swim ttt miles non-stop

- fiom Cubi to Florida - is the basis of her epic feat of

human end.urance and will power. Peter Hassall reports

drives my life force'.

And there you have it - a driven woman'

She uses willpower, positivity, visualisation,

strength of mind. She is after'a swimmer's

Mount Everest, the great Ocean endeavour

that has never been done'. And friendship and

teamwork are vital.

Unwavering belief
The book starts with her third attempt to

swim Cuba to Florida at the age of 62... 'the

planning, the training, the unwavering belief

in the face of overwhelming odds - this swim

demands and defines the person I want to be"

And a surprise!
It has been her dream since the age of nine

when her mother pointed from the beach at

Fort Lauderdale towards Cuba and said'you

could almost swim to it"
But she encounters severe problems with

jellyfish despite her amazing determination

to keep going. This is not a few lengths of the

pool or indeed loads of laps - it's a Herculean

effort in a big ocean; this is adventuring

requiring extreme commitment that most of

us could never contemplate let alone achieve'

She fails afler 44 hours and 30 minutes.

Living in Florida, Diana knew the ocean

f rom a young age: the whole family stands

awestruck at the ocean's edqe, 'not far from

our home in Fori Lauderdale"'the moon casts

a sweeping path of glory from our feet in the

shallows all the way to the horizon, seemingly

beyond'.
She was a swim fanatic f rom the age of 10 -

'getting up at 4.30 every morning, 365 days of

the year, no alarm clock needed. A thousand

sii-ups and fifty chin-ups every day!'

Her'father', though, was a suave con-artist,

sexually deviant, who departs when she is just

14, leaving her with her beloved mother Lucy'

Diana became the best backstroker in

Florida, competing in nationals and desperate

for an Olympic medal. But there are disturbing

times ahead, though she never names tne

coach she trusts 'too much' and who subjects

her to sexual abuse.

Her Olympic dream dies and her sprint

swimming career comes to an end - for a

variety of reasons. She gravitates to marathon

swimming. 'The tremendous duress my sport

thrust onto both body and mind presented

a microcosm of the peaks and valleys of life

itself. The swings up and down, during a long

day at sea, brought into view all the physical

and emotional terrain we travel on life's

journey. One hour you're strong and moving

effortlessly across the surface. The next,

you're in crisis and digging deep to stay in it"

She adopts a couple of phrases:'A person

who never, ever gives up.' And 'Whatever you

must do, you will find a waY.'

There is some repetition in describing the

Cuba swims, first attempted in 1978 when she

is 28: 'lt's a life quest. lt's a symbol of how I

want to live my life, believing you can toucn

magic if the Dream is worthy enough, if you're

willing to sacrif ice enough for it.'
She is devastated but the next year, does

the Bahamas to Florida in 27 hours 38

minutes, a world distance record. And then

retires f rom swimming for 30 years!

Her professional work around the world, her

relationships, her adventurous lifestyle, her

losses, garnering of knowledge, her evolving,

the heartbreaking death of her mother, are

all explored. But she had become no longer

a doer; she was recording other people's
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ctually, I didn't think that I was going to

like the book with its noisy Americans

at the start and its farawaY nature

but Diana (and her team) can write. She

was a prominent sports broadcaster and, of

course, a star open water swimmer in her

2Os - setting the record for swimming around

Manhattan, and making her f irst attempt on

the Cuba to Florida swim.

But why, at 64, was she able to achieve

what she could not at 30? How did her

dramatic failures push her to success? What

inner resources does she draw on during the

long days and nights of swim training? And

how come NYad is not her birth-name?

The book does take hold quite quickly as

she writes of the Cuba swim: this 'possibly

impossible endeavour, this endeavour that
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dreams. And after a chance encounter with
Superman - Christopher Reeve - she begins
to ponder a line from a poem by Mary Oliver:
'What is it you plan to do with your one wild
and precious life?'

Renewed purpose
And so to 60 years of age. And a renewed
purpose for'the swim'.

Diana revels in her exceptional state
of fitness but dwells on the death of her
schizophrenic brother, her contact with Hillary
Clinton, the studying of tides, currents and
wind patterns, the solution to chafing, the
emotional two-dollar bill hand-over (you,ll
have to read it), the Angel on her team (you'll
have to read it), the Stinger sujt and the
panty-hose hoodie to swim in and try and
avoid jellyfish stings.

This is a unique expeditjonl ,The lyrics of
When You Wish upon a Sfar are like an elixir to
me,' she writes. Her interpretation: ,When you
reach for the stars, if you're willing to be that
bold, your dreams will one day come true.,

And so to the third failed attempt that
starts the book.

Then we move to her 2012 attempt. She is
a better endurance athiete in her 6Os than in
her 20s. But the conditions are bad: big waves,
lightning, jellyfish, thunder-storms. She fails
for the fourth time.

But still she continues - though plenty
of people drop out of the team, telling her
the swim is not possible. Diana, however, is
convinced of the 'power of the human spirit,.

And there is a whole chapter dealing with
the Will: and how Diana feels that there are
'no Iimits'.
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: For the aficionados, she does mention other
attempts on the swim by rivals such as penny
Palf rey and Chloe McCardel but is certainly
relieved when they do not succeed.

Attempt number 5 begins - the initial
training: 10 hours of up and down in the pool
-'l can't afford to be fed up with the mind-
numbing solitude. I must f ind a way to tolerate
tne monotony until it's f inally over, until I

finally reach that other shore.,

Mental challenge
What struck me was the planning, the
training, the determination, the exhaustion,
the essential nutrition and hydration, the
extraordinary days of discipline, the songs
she sings in different languages, the physical
parn and suffering, the gruesome pictures
of jellyf ish stings, the mental challenge, the
vomiting, and the awe of tfre ocean.

Diana doesn't shy away from discussing
deeper issues: atheism, awe, faith, the natural
order, love, wisdom... although it could be
cut a little; there are parts that rankle as she
overdoes certain aspects or is over-verbose
at times.

But the incredible team-work eventually
sees her through on September Z,2Ol3 -
110.86 miles in 52 hours 54 minutes and iB
seconds.

Part memoir, part thriller, I am fully aware
of those who questioned the use of some of
her swim gear such as the protective bodysuit
and face-mask and some of her swim details.
But this is still a life-aff irming tale of chasing a
Dream - with a capital D.

And achieving at 64. And still planning
adventures! 5l

i 'Send me a po
i drop me a line,
i Stating point of view.

stcard,

Indicate precisely
what you mean to say,
yours sincerely,
wasting away.
Cive me your answer,

fll in aform,
minefor ever more.
Will you still need me,
will you stillfeed me,
when l'm sixty-four?_

To be in with a chance to win,
email'Find a Way, Diana'to
swimmi n gtim es@ swimmin g.org
stating your name and address

Winner/s drawn at random from entries
received.
Closing date: Februarv 2j,2017
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